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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Hi, I’m daehee jang from KAIST and I would like to present our work ATRAthis work was conducted under prof. Brent Kang’s supervision.ATRA stands for Address Translation Redirection Attack, and it discusses abouthardware based memory monitoring and its problem.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
During the presentation, first I will talk about some basic backgrounds of the ATRA attackthen, I will discuss the ATRA attack in detailand finally I will explain some of the implementation details and evaluation



Introduction  
&  

Background 
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What is Rootkit? 

 In a nutshell : Kernel Privileged Malware 
 Stealthy type of software which manipulates OS 

 Disable Anti-Virus Software 
 Hide Specific Informations 

 Networking 
 File 
 Process 

 Key-Logging 
 Intercept H/W Interrupt 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Basically, ATRA is a rootkit.rootkit is a type of malware which manipulates the OS by tampering the memory contents.the difference between ATRA rootkit and traditional rootkit is thattraditional rootkits CANNOT change the kernel memory contents under the presence of memory monitor.whereas ATRA rootkit CAN change any kernel memory contents under the presence of memory monitor by subvertingthe address translation mechanism.



Example : System Call Hooking 

 System Call Table 
 Global table of kernel function pointers 

 Each function provides kernel service 
• (e.g., sys_open, sys_execve) 

 Reside in memory 
 Should not changed after booting 

• If rootkit modifies system call table, OS service will be changed 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
for example, a system call table is a nice and simple target for rootkit attack.by changing the system call table contents, rootkit can easily manipulate the OS.



Hardware-based memory monitor 

 Hardware Monitor 
 Completly stealthy from host system 
 Unlikely to compromised 

 
 

Integrity Monitor

Hardware based Kernel integrity monitoring 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
to prevent such manipulation against important kernel memory contents,hardware based external memory monitors have been proposed.these monitors are completely isolated from the host computer systemso it is safe from rootkit attack.



Previous works regarding H/W based 
memory monitor 
 Copilot (ACM CCS 2004) 

 Memory DMA to detect kernel modifications 

 Vigilare (ACM CCS 2012) 
 Snoops memory bus to detect kernel modifications 

 KIMON (Usenix 2013) 
 Detects illegal memory modification of kernel dynamic region 

 Mguard (ISCA 2013) 
 Similar to KIMON, advanced architectural support 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
there are some previous works regarding the hardware based memory monitor.‘copilot’ suggested a PCI based hardware which can inspect kernel memory modification via DMA.‘vigilare’ snoops the memory bus traffic rather than using DMA thus making the monitoring more efficient.‘kimon’ extends the memory monitoring rules to protect various kernel dynamic data structures‘mguard’ suggests some better architectural design regarding memory monitoring.



Basic concept of ATRA 

 We demonstrated the practical attack while its vague concept has 

been mentioned several times 

 “…a considerable, if not impossible effort…” 

 “…such a hypothetical attack…” 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
there are some previous works regarding the hardware based memory monitor.‘copilot’ suggested a PCI based hardware which can inspect kernel memory modification via DMA.‘vigilare’ snoops the memory bus traffic rather than using DMA thus making the monitoring more efficient.‘kimon’ extends the memory monitoring rules to protect various kernel dynamic data structures‘mguard’ suggests some better architectural design regarding memory monitoring.



Attack Design 
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Attack Model / Assumption 

 Attacker has root privilege 
 Rootkit 

 Attacker’s goal 
 Manipulate the OS without being detected 

 Defender’s goal  
 Detect manipulation against OS 

 Defender’s capability 
 Access memory using physical address 
 No access to CPU register context 

 Host system uses ‘Paging’ 
 ATRA exploits the paging mechanism to fool external monitor 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
before I explain the ATRA in detail, I should note the attack model and assumptions.first, our attack model is rootkit against hardware based memory monitor.attacker’s goal is manipulating some important kernel memory contents without being detectedwe don’t care the details of data manipulation, we only focus that attacker can change the memory contents.defender’s goal is to detect such manipulation against important kernel data structures.defender’s capability is that it can access the host memory via physical addressand it should be noted that external monitor has no access to CPU registers.finally, the host system uses paging mechanism, which means that all of the memory isaccessed with virtual address.ATRA exploits this difference. that host system uses virtual address to access memory and external monitoruses physical address to access the memory.so clearly, you need to understand the basic mechanism about paging and context switching stuffs.



Memory 

 HW monitors cannot understand  Virtual Address 
 Memory-bound ATRA 

 HW monitors cannot know CPU register context 
 Register-bound ATRA 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
let’s assume that monitor watches the system call table which resides in physical address 3000.to circumvent the monitor, the attacker can change the virtual address mapping of system call table into another physical address.
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 HW monitors cannot understand  Virtual Address 
 Memory-bound ATRA 

 HW monitors cannot know CPU register context 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
as you can see, if the rootkit manipulates the page table and changes the virtual address mapping of the system call table,monitoring the physical address 3000 becomes useless



ATRA Overview 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
ATRA extends this basic redirection method to various points,the final points is register manipulation.we categorize the ATRA into four types.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
the most simple ATRA is PTE-ATRA.it simply changes the kernel page table entry to change the address mapping for specific kernel object.however, monitor can extend its monitoring target to include the page table as well.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
if the monitor protects the page table, attacker can apply the same principle against page table by manipulating the page directory.this is PGD-ATRA.however, monitor can also monitor PGDs as well.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
if the PGD is protected, attacker can apply same redirection attack against upper level data structure.this time, it is saved-CR3 value. see the picture.however, what if the monitor protects all of the known memory contents?
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발표자
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by directly changing the CR3 register value, attacker wins the game.this time, there is no chance to monitor since it cannot access the CPU register contents.



ATRA against in-memory data 

 In fact, there are a lot of pointers which needs to be 
protected for address translation integrity 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In fact, there are far more points to manipulate between saved-CR3 ATRA and CR3 ATRA.the saved-CR3 pointer is referenced by another upper level pointer so called ‘mm_struct’recursively, the ‘mm_struct’ is referenced by another upper level pointer and this goes on and on until it reaches kernel scheduler code.so actually, just tampering the memory contents would be enough to circumvent the memory monitor.



CR3-ATRA in detail 

 Directly changing CR3 register only affects the current 
process’s address space, how to apply this globally? 
 
 
 
 
 
 Find a global register-based hooking point! 

 IDT hooking would be a good example 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
in fact, the CR3-ATRA which directly manipulates the CR3 register valuehas some problem. and it is not simple as it sounds.the problem is that is a process changes CR3 register contentsit will only affect the address space of that particular process.to address this issue, we apply a trick so called “inter context register modification”which causes other processes to update its own CR3 register value in its own context.this can be done in various ways, for example, we can hook the IDTR and change the ISRwhich a process invokes before entering kernel mode.inside the ISR, we plant a CR3 updating code and the victim process will update itsown CR3 register value before enters kernel mode.you can read the paper or ask questions after the presentation for more detailed discussion about this issue.
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발표자
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for example, lets assume that there are two processes in the system.one of rootkit process and another is victim process.rootkit process first redirects the IDT by tampering the IDTR register value.after that, rootkit process changes the ISR which will be invoked every time a process enters kernel mode.if the rootkit process plants a CR3-ATRA code there, the victim process will trigger that codebefore when it is being scheduled and when it enters kernel.this can be applied globally, which means that CR3-ATRA can be globally applied throughout entire process.



CR3-ATRA and Context Switch 

 The resulting behaviour is as follow 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
so, the function of CR3 value and time will be like this diagram.note that during the context switching, the CR3 register value will not be saved back to memory.simply the next process’s CR3 value will be updated to register from memory.so, the CR3-ATRA effect will be disappear when the process is context switched out.and the attack will be in effect again every time the process enters kernel mode.



 
 
 
 

Implementation  
&  

Evaluation 
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Implementation 

 ATRA is implemented as a LKM rootkit module 
 OS : Linux kernel 2.6 
 Arch : x86 
 Over 300 lines of C, assembly code 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
ATRA is implemented as a loadable kernel model against x86 Linux.it contains some C code and assembly code.
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
this is the attacker’s ISR in order to run the CR3-ATRA code every time a process enters kernel mode.do_attack function has the CR3-ATRA code
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
from the code, you can see that the entire chain of the page table is being relocated to another location.note that this location can be randomly chosen by the attacker.after all the page table chain is relocated, finally the CR3 value will be updated and the TLB will be flushedwhich makes the CR3-ATRA instantly in effect.



ATRA Verification 

 KOBJ : System Call Table 
 Monitoring physical address 0x509000 becomes useless endeavor 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
to verify that the ATRA actually relocated the kernel object, we made a simple toolwhich dumps all the paging related data. starting from CR3 and page table entry.we confirmed that while we inserted the ATRA rootkit, all of the system used the system call tablefrom different physical memory location.



Evaluation 

 Question : doesn’t ATRA crashes the OS? 
 Answer : No. 

 But you need to implement it right. 

 ATRA however degrades system performance 
 Not much as detectable 
 External monitor cannot evaluate the system performance 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
ATRA does not crashes the OS, however it can degrade some system performance.important thing is that system performance cannot be measured from hardware monitor.



UnixBench after CR3 ATRA 

 OS is stable 
 Execl Throughput degrades due to the additional memory allocation 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Unixbench shows that execl throuhput degrades when ATRA is in effect.this is because ATRA performs all the initial relocation once a process is initially spawned.



STERAM bench after CR3 ATRA 

 OS is stable, performance degradation is negligible 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
We also measured memory bandwidth since the CR3-ATRA induces frequent TLB flushing.and the result was negligible.



Conclusion 
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Conclusion 

 ATRA proves all the existing H/W based kernel integrity 
monitoring approach can be completely evaded 

 

 Address Translation Redirection Attack is feasible 
 
 Existing H/W based memory monitoring work should be 

redeemed 
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발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
this paper proves that all the existing hardware based memory monitors has serious flaw.and we demonstrated that this kind of attack is practical and feasible.in conclusion, the current designed of the hardware based memory monitoring should be redeemed.



Q/A 

 Thank You! 
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